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LIGHT ABS0WT1ON AND SCATTERING
HECIIANISHS I N USER PUSIOH PLASMAS*

The shapes of the theoretical and experimental
curves agree well. Other absorption mech
anisms ij'lvo a 101 additional angle and ,„•„.„.,.
polarization independent absorption.
He have studied the formation of
Hoples on tho critical surface using
several computer simulation techniques.
Kith ZOIInR (2 space dimensions, PIC!
we found that ripplirg is quite sen
sitive to polarization. For s-polarized light of„h1qh Intensity, Valeo
and Estabrook showed that the density .
depression due to the ponderomotivo
force Is unstoble to bubble formation.
Fljura )
Closed cavities are produced which are
MXo 1n diameter and are Isolated from the
incident linht. For circularly polarized laser light, those density
structures remain open to the incident light on their low-density side. As
tho structures form duo to the instability, disslnotion by the p-polerlzed
component increases, and overall absolution Is enhonced. Wo inferred from our
2D studies of the different polarizations that in three spatial dimensions
tubes of low density plasma ore expected to.form, as tho surface ripples pre
ferentially in tlio plane containing k and %. The 3D simulations described
below confirm this hypothesis.
Motivated by understanding tho full polarization properties of critical
surface ripples, we have begun using a 30 PTC code developed at Stamord
University. The code is reiotivlstic and electromagnetic, using a 32 x 32 r
32 mesh. The preliminary studies had triply periodic boundary conditions. To
study 30 ripples caused by normally incident light, a plane wove was launched
in tho vacuum region onto an over dense plasma slab, with light pressure ^
plasma pressure during the course of tho
run. F1g. 2 shows two side views of the
slab late in time, when ripples have form
ed. The loft and right vjjews show the
planes containing Bo and Eg respectively.
These first 3D results show that ripples
'Ml
are strongest in tho plane of B-, consis
tent with our 20 20IIAR simulations.
However, for strong eno.,gh loser fields
weaker ripples will also form in tho plane
of E , as shown on the right side of Fig. 2.
The above results are for uniformly
incident light. However, si .itial irregu
larities In the Incident laser beam can
Figure 2
produce structure on the critical surface
even in p polarization, and Iwnce enhance the absorption, A typical
simulation (p polarization) of a "hot spot" 2 1/2 X„ 1n dlometer shows as high
as 46',; absorption, compared to only US absorption if the saw beam were uni
form. Therefore, both the structure of the beam and the inherent critical sur
face rippling instability can enhance the efficiency of resonance absorption.
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Simulations sl.ow resonance absorption occurring on a steepened and
rippled critical surface. Stimulated scatt"l*1ng may bo present for long la
pulses, and In reactor target chambers.
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In this paper we describe tr* picture of loser light absorption and
scattering which 1s emerging from our theory and computer simulation studios
of loser-plasma Interactions. On the subjoc. of absorption, we discuss
theoretical and experimental evidence that msonance absorption in a steepened
density profile Is a dominant absorption mechanism. Recent work also indicates
the presence of critical surface ripples, which we study using two and three
dimensional computer simulations. Predictions of hot electron spectra due to
resonance absorption are described, as are effects of plasma outflow, wo then
discuss two regimes whore stipulated scattering may occur. Brillouin scatter
ing 1s expected In the underdunse target blow-off, for long laser pulses, and
is limited by ion heating. Raman scattering 1n the background gas of a reactor
target chamber is predicted to be at must a 10K effect for 1 urn lasers.
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1. AaSOIiPTION
An experiment was recently performed at Llvermtiro to test the,anglo ;ind
polarization
irizotion dependence of absorption for loser intensities I, • 1 0 - lo'»
W/cm'. lie have- analyzed this experiment theoretically, using computor
computc Simulations of resonance absorption,' Since the light pressure is comparable to the
plasma pressure, strong density profile modification occurs'. The profile falls
steeply through the critical density n , to a flat plateau at about n./8.
Resonance absorption occurs in p polarizatior,,«»a(iiiizing at angles of incidence
0 £ 20". For s polarization, absorption is duo to ion density fluctuations at
nc drivrn by the loser, and rcniains constant with Q as long as the light's turn
ing point stays on the density plateau CO £ 46°), The critical surface SOOJHS
to be rippled duo to either laser hot spots or critical surface Instabilities,
which we discuss below. We model this rippling by assuming the surface to be
tilted randomly in all planes, tilth an n » angle of n. 8°. The theoretically
predicted absorptions are shown as the solid lino 1n Fig. 1.
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*Research i erformed under the auspices of the U.S. Energy Research and
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We are also studying absorption on larger spatial scales, so as to
Include rcollstic geometry and f i n i t e focal spot size. The laser l i g h t
pressure makes t i n r^ surface convex, since steepening occurs preferen
t i a l l y near the Intense center of the beam. As a result, absorption may
be Increased by 10-20*.
Steepened profiles like those predicted in Rcf. 2 have recently been mea
sured cx?er1ncntal1y.4 The measured profile was monotonic in density. Theory
Indlcotes tliot Monotonlc profiles w i l l only exist when the plasma, outfliow vclod t y relotive to the c r i t i c a l surface 1s subsonic.
I f the outflow is suporsonic entering the c r i t i c a l region, a shock
Supersonicy-Subsonic
forms at a density n > n . as shown In Fig.
here? /
here
3. Such sbocts have been seen In nmcrtcai
hydrodynamfc calculations which Include tho
laser Hqht pressure." For low-Z plasmas
the shock villi be colUslonless; associated
mlcrolnstabilltics and reflected ions may
play i role 1n energy transport.
Ue have also examined' the heated
electron spectra due to resonance absorp
tion.
In ZD simulations* with Ii • 3 x
10'* - I Q H/CIT? and background tempera
tures T «> 1 - 32 fceV, the hasted electrons
form a Moxwolllan whose (2D) temperature
Thot scales DS.T t
T + 1.9 x 10" T "
Figure s
I * L ( X N / 1 - 0 6 i m ) 3 - . The i n i t i a l condition for tills data was a density
r a w of gradient scale length 1.76 Ju. A step i n i t i a l condition was also
used between Intensities 1 0 and 10,17 Vl/cm , with high enough maximum
density for pressure equilibrium. The equilibrium was tested by starting
with tho maximum density too high and letting i t f a l l , and conversely by
starting too low and letting the maximum density increase. Similar Tho*'s
resulted. The temperatures with tlie i n i t i a l step profile were I n i t i a l l y
cooler,but they gradually increased to approximately (but s t i l l lower than)
the values obtained with the ramp profile as the lower density plateau
established I t s e l f . Absorption was (47 i 10)% for tfiese runs, which are
a l l at 0 « 24°. The c r i t i c a l density scale length t. ubeys the scaling
L/*D
" (Ii x 4.7 x 1 0 - 1 ) " ' . A simple model for resonance absorption
heating 1s described 1n Rafs. 2 and 7. • These results compare favorably
with experiments using both losers and microwaves.
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II. STIMULATED SCATTERING
Future losers w i l l use longer pulse lengths and produce longer density
gradients. Under these circumstances stimulated Qrlllouln scattering (SQS)
may become Important. In Slis the Incident l i g h t is scattered into on ion
wave and A back- or side-scattered light wave. Ion heating due to tho i n 
stability limits the scattering in this regime, since Ion acoustic wcvesbecome
strongly damped when It -. T . A simple model has been used to estimate
the stimulated r o f l e c t l v i t y taking Into account the self-consistent 1on
heating.' Typically, the calculated r e f l e c t i v i t i e s are -v 10K when L «
10 X„ *nd i. 50K when L » 50 A whore L is the scale length of the
underdense plasma. Reflectivities similar to those calculated have been
recently observed In long pulse experiments on the Argus Laser .
-3e
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A second environment where stimulated scattering may occur 1s In the
background gas of a laser fusion target chamber, where there Is a long path
for stimulated Raman scattering (SflS) to decollJmate tho beam and cause laser
energy to miss the target. For a gas density n * 10 " cm 3, both forward
and backward SRS are strongly driven. Plasma wovo trapping of electrons
limits the Instability growth. .Forward SRS 1s more offlclent at scattering
than backward SRS, due to U s higher saturation level. For 1 iim light with
Ii_ » 1Q15 u/cm on target, target diameter 500 urn. and an f / 3 Ions, a con
servative (1,o. high) estimate of the scattered light fraction 1s ^ lOtt.
This fruction 1s « \ , , so CO? lasers are more l i k e l y to bo decolUmatod.
Since the SRS growth rate is very low, a small fractional amount of laser
bandwidth (e.g. 1 0 for 1 nsecj can quench the I n s t a b i l i t y ,
1
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